I, Aryan Panhekar (160020028) if elected as Literary and Debate Secretary of Hostel 9, will propose to do the following:

**AS LITERARY AND DEBATE SECRETARY**

**Initiatives:**

To ensure our hostel will secure best positions in Lit G.Cs

- Organize group discussions in our hostel.
- Ensure passing out students donate their books to the library.
- Increase enthusiasm for people to actually issue books from library by posting brief summaries of the books available to us.
- Organize Stand up comedy events in nautanki.

**General Duties:**

- Coordinate with convenors of We speak and Vaani club, about events to be scheduled.
- Will make sure all the events will be posted on the facebook group for the knowledge of all hostellers and freshmen interested.

**As Council Member:**

- Will extend my full support and coordination to hostel council in organizing fests, Valedictory functions, PAF and other activities.
- Will coordinate with other secretaries and help them to organize their respective G.Cs.